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ABSTRACT

The objective ofthe project is to develop a controller that could control both the
speed and direction ofa linear vehicle following a predetermined path with the
smallest error as much as possible. The project is a continuation of the previous

project which concentrated on the neural network controller for steering control for
defined car model. Several input paths developed in the previous projects are

employed to the control system in order to verify the functionality ofthe controller
to follow the path as close as possible and as well as for comparison purposes. The
previous projects showed that the controller designed could lead the vehicle to
follow the path, but the percentage error could be further improved. Due to that
reason, speed control function is added to the project to improve the efficiency ofthe
controller. MATLAB has been chosen as the platform for the simulation design and

result verification. PID controller and fuzzy logic are chosen as the methods for

developing the controller for the system. The controller is expected to be able to
monitor and control the speed and direction of the vehicle in which being

represented by a DC motor. The project is then extended in real life application
through the implementation ofxPC TargetBox. To accomplish the objective ofthe
project, several tracks ofmethodologies are carried out during the time frame given.
Several tools are required to be used through the project for testing and execution

processes. The conclusion ofthis project would be subjected on how precise the
linear vehicle follows the prescribed paths while varying the speed accordingly.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background of Study

A lot of efforts have been contributed in recent days in developing a system that can

improve car's performance especially in term of safety. The increasing interest

toward the system is due to the increment of accident rate over time. Based on

statistic obtained, the number of accidents happened to be incredibly increases time

to time in which car and motorcycle become the main contributors for the statistic.

Some the main causes to the increment of the accident rate are the careless and

inability of the driver to efficiently control the car. In addition to that is the lack of

safety system inside the vehicle especially for lowprice vehicles.

Due to those excuses, the main concern for the system is to increase the safety level

for a vehicle thus improves the vehicle's performance and user's safety. A part of

the system is an automated control system in which concentrates on automatic

steering control system. The main concern is to enable a vehicle to follow the

predetermined pathsautomatically with the smallesterror.

With the same concerns and objectives with the previous works done by Mohamad

Hanif, NHH [1], Dandre, P. [2] and Nor Hanisah Baharuddin [3], the project is

introduced in order to continue the works in improving linear vehicle control system

through the implementation of several methods in controller design. The previous

works concentrated on developing a car model with automatic steering control. The

resulted model was tested to follow the predetermined paths as accurate as possible.

The designed controller used neural network and optimal preview as the base of the

construction.



1.2 Problem Statement

Basedon previous works,both theory used for the controllerdesignhas successfully

produced a goodself-guided vehicle controller. With the ability of neural network to

predict and learn from a limited set of examples and optimal preview that able to

represent well the driver's vision, the resultant self-guided vehicle really being able

to follow the predetermined paths with acceptable errors. Integration of both

methods in controlling the steeringthe model vehicle is viewedas successful tools in

improving a car's performance and safety. Implication to that, the accident's rate

also can be reduced thus save more lives.

However, the resultant control system designed still not very satisfying. This is due

to the imprecise paths following by the model car which is represented by the

amount of errors produced. Although, the model vehicle has the ability to follow the

path, however the amount of errors produced could be further improved. The vehicle

couldnot precisely follow the pathespecially at the large angle of corner. Theerrors

become worse ifthe cruise speed of the vehicle increases.

This is because the model vehicle follows the path with the same speed although the

angle of the corner is quiet high. The vehicle will not be able to take the corner

precisely if the vehicle constantly moving in highspeed. Although the model vehicle

is equipped with both powerful methods: neural network and optimal preview for

steering control, the outcome still not convincing. The vehicle still manages to

moves out of track if it moves in constant high speed. Thus, the previous controller

designed is still considered partly efficient and need some modifications in the

design so that it can perform much better.



1.3 Objective and Scope of Study

In order to improve the efficiency and performance of the model vehicle, there are

several modifications that need to be done to the system. Some of the modification

includes the introductionof speed control mechanism into the system. By adding the

speed control mechanism, the error produced by the path following vehicle could be

further reduced. The system can vary the speed of the vehicle according to the

amount of angle of the steering. Thus, the precision of the vehicle's turning will be

greatly improved. Therefore, it is to be the objective of the project to integrate both

the steering control and speed control together in which can drive the self-guided

vehicle to follow the prescribed paths with the smallest error.

The scope of the project is to design controllers that can monitor and control both

the speed and direction of the vehicle according to the prescribed path. The vehicle

should be able to follow the predetermined paths with acceptable error with the

assistance of steering and speed control. For software part, the platform for the

controller design will be MATLAB with the Simulink as the basis for construction.

The vehicle will then be represented in real life application through the

implementation of DC motor to represent the vehicle and xPC TargetBox for rapid

prototyping.

For the controller design, different approaches are dedicated towards the project.

There will be no neural network and optimal preview theory being used for the

design. A new approach in which introduce the implementation of fuzzy logic and

PID controller are carried out.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter review the basic idea of fuzzy logic and PID controller which

contributes to the construction of the controller for the simulated paths and DC

motor. In addition to that is an overview about permanent magnet DC motor which

will be used as real time application. Beside that is an introduction to the software

used in the project such as Simulink, Real-Time Workshop andxPCTarget.

2.1 Brief Outline on Previous Works

This project has been conducted with reference to works by Dandre [2] on the

upgraded performance of the optimal preview control with the use of neural

network, Mohamad Hanif, NHH [1] on the combination of the neural network

approach and of the optimal preview steering control to control a full non-linear

steering model of a vehicle andNorHanisah Baharuddin [3] on the combination of

neural network approach with optimal preview steering control to control linear

vehicle.

The first reference shows comparison of weights initialized to zero, and weights

obtained as optimal gains to implement single and multi-layered neural controller.

The algorithm used is gradient descent, and the training method is identified as

online (or incremental) training. Tracking simulations were done on linear and

nonlinear models.

The second reference is about controlling a full non-linear steering model of a

vehicle using the combination of both neural network controller andoptimal preview

steering control to increase path following accuracy. The first method, optimal

preview has its particularity on the representation of the vision of the driver. The

road information is viewed as part of the states and an augmented state is formed



with the states of the car. The second method, neural network concentrates on the

design ofthe structure ofa neural network controller and itstraining phase.

The third reference concentrates on the application of both optimal preview and

neural network method to control linear vehicle as to increase path following

accuracy. Different speeds were used in order to examine the capabilities of both

methods in controlling the linear vehicle following the predetermined path.

2.2 Fuzzy Logic

2.2.1 Background of Fuzzy Logic

Few years back have witnessed a rapid growth in the number and variety of

application of ftizzy logic. Those applications include from consumer product like

cameras, camcorders, washing machines and microwave oven to industrial process

control, medical instrumentation, decision-support systems, andportfolio selection.

Basically, fuzzy logic has two meanings. In narrow view, fuzzy logic is a logical

system, which is an extension of multivalued logic. In wider view, fuzzy logic is

almost synonymous with the theory of fuzzy sets, a theory which relates to classes of

objects with unsharp boundaries in which membership is a matter of degree. In

reference to this perspective, the narrow view can be viewed as the branch of fuzzy

logic. Although in the narrow point of view, fuzzy logic still in different with

traditional multivalued logic both in substances.

The basic ideaof fuzzy logic is the linguistic variablethat is a variablewhose values

are words rather than numbers. In effect, fuzzy logic can be viewed as a

methodology for computing with rather than numbers. Although words is less

precise than numbers, but their use is much closer to human intuition. Furthermore,

computing with words exploit the tolerance for imprecision thus lowers the cost of

solution.



Another basic concept of fuzzy logic which plays an important role in real life

applications is that of a fuzzy if-then, or simply, fuzzy rule. In fuzzy logic, the

machinery for dealing with fuzzy consequents and/or fuzzy antecedents is provided

by so-called calculus offrizzy-rules. The calculus serves asa basic for what might be

called the Fuzzy Dependency and Command Language (FDCL). In this connection,

the important thing to be concerned is that in most ofthe applications of fuzzy logic,

fuzzy logic in reality is a translation of a human solution into FDCL [8].

A trend that is growing in visibility relates to the use of fuzzy logic in combination

with neurocomputing and genetic algorithms. Moreover, fuzzy logic,

neurocomputing and genetic algorithms may be viewed as the principal constituents

of what might be called the soft-computing. Unlike the traditional method, hard-

computing, soft-computing is aimed at the accommodation of pervasive imprecision

of the real world. In coming years, soft-computing is likely to play an increasingly

important role in the conception and design of system whose machine-IQ (MIQ) is

muchhigher thanof thatconstructed by conventional method [9].

2.2.2 Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)

The process of developing a fuzzy logic controller is called fuzzy inference system

(FIS). This system is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input to

an output using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from which

decisions can be made, or patterns discerned. There are two types of fuzzy inference

systems that can be implemented in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox: Mamdani-typQ and

Sugeno-type. These two types of inference systems vary somewhat in the way

outputs are determined. The chosentype for the project is Sugeno-typt.

The following are the explanation on each step used:

a) Fuzzification of the input variables

b) Application of the fuzzy operator (AND or OR)in the antecedent

c) Implication from the antecedent to the consequent

d) Aggregation of the consequents across the rule

e) Defuzziflcation



2.2.3 Fuzzification of the input variables

In this step, the input variables are definedand determined the degree to which they

belong to eachof the appropriate ftizzy sets via membership functions.

o-n.
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FIGURE 1: Membership functions

For the sake of the project, the inputs defined as the significant error (level) and

significant integration-of-error (rate). In Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, the input is always a

crisp numerical value limited to the universe of discourse of the input variable (in

this case the interval between 0 and 10) and the output is a fuzzy degree of

membership in the qualifying linguistic set (always the interval between 0 and 1).

Fuzzification of the inputamounts to eithera table lookupor a function evaluation.

2.2.4 Application of the fuzzy operator

After the inputs are fuzzified, the degree to which each part of the antecedent is

satisfied for each rule is known. If the antecedent of a given rule has more than one

part, the fuzzy operator (AND or OR) is applied to represents the result of the

antecedent for that rule. This number is then applied to the output function. The

input to the fuzzy operator is two or more membership values from fuzzified input

variables. The output is a single truth value.



The general form of fuzzy if-then rule is as follows:

If<inputl> is A and <input2> is B, then <output> is C

2.2.5 Apply Implication Method

Before applying the implication method, the rule's weight needs to be determined

first. Every rule has a weight (a number between 0 and 1), which is applied to the

number given by the antecedent. Generally, this weight is 1 and thus has no effect at

all on the implication process.

After proper weighting has been assigned to each rule, the implication method is

implemented. A consequent is a fuzzy set represented by a membership function,

which weights appropriately the linguistic characteristics that are attributed to it. The

consequent is reshaped using a function associated with the antecedent (a single

number). The input for the implication process is a single number given by the

antecedent, and the output is a fuzzy set. Implication is implemented for each rule.

Two built-in methods are supported, and they are the same functions that are used by

the AND method: min (minimum), which truncates the output fuzzy set, and prod

(product), which scales the output fuzzy set. Below is the example of implication

method:

1. F12SV
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Antecedent

ZAppiy
OR operator {nrai).

Consequent

Ireplication
operator (rain).

_Zf _^J ]-71 La
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tp=£|UI'l30U£

FIGURE 2: Implication method

result of

implication



2.2.6 Aggregate all outputs

Because decisions are based on the testing of all of the rules in an FIS, the rules

must be combined in some manner in order to make a decision. Aggregation is the

process by which fuzzy sets that represent the output of each rule are combined into

a single fuzzy set. The input of the aggregation process is the list of truncated output

functions returned by the implication process for each rule. The output of the

aggregation process is onefuzzy set foreach output variable.

As long asthe aggregation method is commutative (which it always should be), then

the order in which the rules are executed is unimportant. Three built-in methods are

supported:

• max (maximum)

• probor (probabilistic OR)

• sum (simplythe sum ofeach rule's output set)

In the following diagram, all three rules have been placed together to show how the

output of each rule is combined, or aggregated, into a single fuzzy set whose

membership function assigns a weighting forevery output (tip) value.
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Result of

aggregation

4. Apply
aggregation
method (max).

The input for the defuzzification process is a fuzzy set (the aggregate output fuzzy

set) and the output is a single number. As much as fiizziness helps the rule

evaluation during the intermediate steps, the final desired output for each variable is

generally a single number. However, the aggregate of a fuzzy set encompasses a

range ofoutput values, and so must be defuzzified in order to resolve a single output

value from the set.

Perhaps the most popular defuzzification method is the centroid calculation, which

returns the center of area under the curve. There are five built-in methods supported:

centroid, bisector, middle of maximum (the average of the maximum value of the

output set), largest ofmaximum, and smallest ofmaximum.
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2.3 PID controller
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FIGURE 4: Defuzzify step

The next method required for the design of the controller is PID controller concept.

Basically, PID Controller is used for various control problems such as automated

systems or plants. A PID Controller consists of three major parts:

a) P- Proportional control

b) I - Integral Control

c) D - Derivative control

To fully understand the operation of a PID feedback controller, the three elements

should be understood first. Proportional control is a pure gain adjustment acting on

the error signal to provide the driving input to the process. It is used to adjust the

speed of the system in the experiment. Integral control is implemented through the

introduction of an integral. Integral control is used to provide the required accuracy

for the control system. The derivative control is used to increase the damping of the

system. It also amplifies the existing noise, which cause problems including

instability.

2.4 Overview on DC motor

DC motor is one of the electric motor, which converts the electrical energy to

mechanical energy. Its function is an opposite of generator or dynamo which

converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. DC motor consists of two basic

n



parts: the rotating part which called armature or rotor and stationary part that

includes coils ofwire called the field coil or a stator.

Basic operation of DC motor is based on the concept of electromagnetism. The

fundamental principle of the operation is that there is a mechanical force on current

carrying wire contained within a magnetic field. The force is described by the

Lorentz force law and is perpendicular to both the wire and the magnetic field. Most

magnetic motors are rotary, but linear motors also exist. The rotor rotates because

the wires and magnetic field are arranged so that a torque is developed about the

rotor's axis. The motor contains electromagnets that are wound on a frame

(armature). Correctly, the armature is that part of the motor across which the input

voltage is supplied. Depending upon the design of the machine, either the rotor or

the stator can serve as the armature.

Generally, the rotational speed of the motor is proportional to the voltage applied

and the torque proportional to the current applied. It can be accomplished with the

introduction of variable battery tapping, variable resistor, power supply or electronic

controls. The effective voltage can be varied by inserting a series resistor or by an

electronically controlled switching device made of thyristors, transistors, or,

formerly, mercury arc rectifiers.

For this project, the DC motor used is a permanent magnet type. Generally,

permanent magnet dc motor (PMDC) is a dc motor whose poles are made of

permanent magnets. This type of dc motor offers a number of benefits compared

with shunt dc motors in some applications. Since these motors do not require an

external field circuit, theydo not have the field circuit copper losses associated with

shunt dc motors. Because no field windings are required, they can be smaller than

corresponding shunt dc motors.

However, PMDC motors also have disadvantages. Permanent magnets can not

produces as high a flux density as an externally supplied shunt field, so a PMDC

will have lower induced torque x per ampere of armature current IA than a shunt

12



motor of the same sizeand specifications. In addition, PMDC motors run the risk of

demagnetization. Also the pole flux is just the residual flux in the permanent

magnet.

Basically, PMDC motor is the same machine as a shunt dc motor, except that the

flux of a PMDC motor is fixed [9]. Therefore, it is not possible to control the speed

of a PMDC motor by varying the field current or flux. The only methods of speed

control available for a PMDC motor are armature voltage control and armature

resistance control.

2.5 MATLAB Based software

2.5.1 Simulink

Simulink developed by The Mathworks, is a tool modeling, simulating and

analyzing multidomain dynamic system [8]. It supports both linear and nonlinear

systems, modeled in continuous time, sampled time or a hybrid of the two. Its

primary interface is a graphical block diagramming tool and a customizable set of

block libraries. It offers a good integration with the rest of the MATLAB

environment and both drive MATLAB or are coded from it.

For modeling, Simulink provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for building

models as block diagrams, using click-and-drag mouse operations. With this

features, the usercan simply draw the model just like the usage of pencil and paper.

The user does not need to formulate differential equations and difference equations

in a language or program. Simulink includes a comprehensive block library of sinks,

sources, linear and nonlinear components, and connectors.

Add-on products extend the Simulink environment with tools for specific modeling

and design tasks and for code generation, algorithm implementation, test, and

verification. Integrate with MATLAB, Simulink provides immediate access to an

13



extensive range of tools for algorithm development, data visualization, dataanalysis

and access, and numerical computation.

Someofkey features offeredby this application include:

1. Extensive and expendable libraries ofpredefined blocks

2. Interactive graphical editor for assembling and managing intuitive block

diagrams

3. Ability to manage complex designs by segmenting models into hierarchies of

design components

4. Model explorer to navigate, create, configure, and search all signals,

parameters, and properties of the model

5. Ability to interface with other simulation programs and incorporate hand

written code, including MATLAB algorithms

6. Option to run fixed- or variable-step simulations of time-varying systems

interactively or through batch simulation

2.5.2 Real-Time workshop

Real-Time Workshop® is an extension of capabilities of Simulink® and

MATLAB® that automatically generates packages and compiles source code from

Simulink models to create real-time software applications on a variety of systems

including simulation acceleration, rapid prototyping, and hardware-in-the-loop

testing. [8]

By providing a code generation environment for rapid prototyping and deployment,

Real-Time Workshop is the foundation for production code generation capabilities.

The user can interactively tune and monitor the generated code using Simulink

blocks and built-in analysis capabilities, or run and interactwith the code outsidethe

MATLAB and Simulink environment.

14



Some of the key features include:

1. It generates ANSI/ISO C code and executables for discrete, continuous, or

hybrid models

2. Uses model blocks to incrementally generate and build code for large

applications

3. Supports Simulink data dictionary features for integer, floating-point, and

fixed-point data

4. Generates code for single-rate, multirate, and asynchronous models

5. Supports single-tasking and multitasking operating systems and bare-board

(no operating system) environments

6. Performs code optimizations that improve code execution speed

MATLAB

and

Toolboxes

Design
and

Analysis
V

Real-Time

Workshop -i
components

Simulink,
Stateflow, and Blocksets
Modeling and simulation

7
f External Mode

Monitoring and
\parameter tuning

Simulink Code

Generator

Generates C

Make

process7
RapidPrototypingTargeA
Realtime test environment J

Early rapid prototyping iterations

(f Customer defined \
Monitoring and

\parameter tuning J

Production ^
Target J

V

Final production
iteration

FIGURE 5: Software design and deployment using MATLAB and Simulink

Real-Time Workshop has a wide array of application areas. Most of these

applications can be categorized as on ofthe following:

1. Rapid prototyping applications

2. Embedded applications

3. Rapid simulations

15
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FIGURE 6: Real Time Workshop Application Areas

For the project, the preferable application of Real-Time Workshop is rapid

prototyping. Thistypeof application allows the userto:

1. Conceptualize solutions graphically in a block diagram modeling

environment

2. Evaluate system performance early on~before laying out hardware, coding

production software, or committing to a fixed design

3. Refine the design by rapid iteration between algorithm design and

prototyping

4. Tune parameters while the real-time model runs, using Simulink in external

mode as a graphical front end

2.5.3 xPC Target

The xPC Target is a solution for prototyping, testing, and deploying real-time

systems using standard PC hardware. It is an environment that uses a target PC,

separate from a host PC, for running real-time applications [8]. It provides a high

performance, host-target prototyping environment that enables the user to connect
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the Simulink models to physical systems and execute them in real time on PC

compatible hardware.

xPC Target has the ability to work with rapid prototyping and hardware-in-the-loop

simulation of control systems. It enables the user to add on I/O interface blocks to

the models, automatically generate code with Real-Time Workshop and download

the code to a secondPC running the xPC Target real-time kernel.

Some of the key features ofxPC Target include:

1. Runs applications generated from Simulink models using a real-time kernel

on any PC

2. Supports any desktop PC, PC/104, CompactPCI, industrial PC, or single-

board PC computer as a real-time target system

3. Achieves sample rates approaching 50 KHz, depending on processor

performance level and model size

4. Supports more than 250 standard I/O boards, with an extensive I/O device

driver library, including driver sourcecode

5. Enables signal acquisition andparameter tuning from the host or target PC

6. Acquires and logs data in real time to RAM or the file system of the target

PC

7. Displays dataandsignal traces on the hostPC, target PC, or both
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FIGURE 7: xPC Target and Real-Time solution

2.5.4 xPC TargetBox

xPC TargetBox is an industrial PC system that combines performance, ruggedness

and I/O expandability in a compact package specifically designed for rapid control

prototyping applications [8]. One of the key features of xPC TargetBox for the

project isthat it supports I/O options for typical rapid prototyping requirements such

as A/D, D/A,DIO, PWM, counters, timers, encoders, andCANbus.
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There are seven available I/O options, which satisfy typical rapid prototyping

requirements:

a) xPC TargetBox IO 301 - Analog and Digital Input and Output

b) xPCTargetBox IO302- Analog Output andDigital Inputand Output

c) xPC TargetBox IO 303- AnalogOutput and Digital Input and Output

d) xPC TargetBox IO 304 - Digital Input and Output

e) xPC TargetBox IO 305 - General-Purpose Counters

f) xPC TargetBox IO 306- Incremental Encoder Input

g) xPC TargetBox IO 308- CAN Bus Interface

The one that will be used for the project is xPC TargetBox IO 301 type which is

DIAMOND-MM-32-AT. This IO board is a PC/104-format data acquisition board

with a full set of features. Some of the features of this board:

a) Analog Inputs

• 32 input channels, may be configured as 32 single-ended, 16

differential or 16 SE + 8 DI 16bit resolution

• Programmable gain, range, and polarity on inputs

• 200,000 samples per second maximum sampling rate

• 512-sample FIFO for reduced interrupt overhead

• Autocalibration of all input ranges under software control

b) Analog Outputs

• 4 analog output channels with 12-bit resolution, 5mA max output

current

• Multiple fixed full-scale output ranges, including unipolar and bipolar

ranges

• Programmable full-scale range capability

• Autocalibration under software control

c) Digital IO

• 24 bidirectional lines using integrated 8255-type circuit

• Buffered I/O for enhanced current drive
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• Handshaking controls enable external latching ofdata as well as

interrupt operation

• User-configurable pull-up / pull-down resistors

• 7 auxiliary I/O lines are fixed direction with programmable functions

d) Counter/Timers and A/D Triggering

• 1 32-bit counter/timer for A/D pacer clock and interrupt operation

timing

• 1 16-bit general purpose counter/timer

• Programmable input sources for each counter/timer

• External A/D triggering and gating inputs

• Multiple-board synchronization capability using A/D convert pulse

out and external trigger in

• Interrupts may be generated by counter/timer

e) Miscellaneous

• Extended temperature -40 to +85oC operation

• No trimpots or user adjustments required for calibration

Diamond-MM-32-AT provides a 50-pin header on the right edge of the board

labeled J3 for all I/O relating to analog functions. The terminals on the screw

terminal boards are numbered sequentially while the pin numbers on the connectors

are numbered alternately left and right. However, the numbers printed on each screw

terminal board correspond directly to the pin numbers provided in the next figure.
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J3: Analog I/O Header
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FIGURE 8: IO header pin out

Diamond-MM-32-AT provides a 34-pin header on the left edge of the board labeled

J4 for the 24 8255-type digital I/O lines. The terminals on the screw terminal boards

are numbered sequentially while the pin numbers on the connectors are numbered

alternately left and right. However, the numbers printed on each screw terminal

board correspond directly to the pin numbers provided in the next figure.

J4: Digital I/O Header
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FIGURE 9: Digital I/O Header
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter demonstrates a list of methodology and works that have been defined

and need to be carried out through out the project in order to accomplish the

objective and meets the given time frame. Some of the works need to be performed

and completed during the first semester and some of them need to be carried out

until the end of second semester.

3.1 Final Year Project 1 methodology

RESEARCH AND

LITERATURE

REVIEW

DEVELOP THE

TRANSFER

FUNCTION OF THE

DC MOTOR

DESIGN THE

CONTROLLER FOR

SPEED CONTROL

DESIGN THE

SIMULINK MODEL

FOR STEERING

CONTROL

SYSTEM TESTING

AND MODIFICATION
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For the first semester of final year project, the main focus was to develop a simulink

model for the system and simulated it in non-real time environment. The resulted

simulink model would then be carried out to the second semester for the real-time

application through the introduction of xPCTargetBox.

3.1.1 Literature review and research

The first work is to conduct research and literature review regarding the background

of the project and methods required for the system. All the concepts andalgorithm

used to design the controller need to be defined clearly before startworking on the

project. The research process continued with the literature review on the speed and

steering control mechanism. This part is really important because the main objective

ofthe project is todevelop a controller that can control both ofthem. The other thing

that also contributes to the project and needto be researched is the DC motor. The

DC motor is important because it represents the linear vehicle and will be working

together with xPC Targetbox in next semester.

3.1.2 DC motor transfer function development

The next move is to concentrate on the development of speedcontrol mechanism of

the DC motor. The DC motor, which is borrowed from control lab, need to be tested

and analyzed inorder to getseveral information inconstructing thetransfer function.

The transfer function then will be used as the "plant" that is controlled by the

designed controller in the system. The tests and analyzes are performed in the

machine lab with supervised by technician.

To obtain the transfer function of the motor, several methods were reviewed. The

method chosen for this project is from Carnegie Mellon's undergraduate controls lab

from University of Michigan. Below is the electric circuit of the armature of the

rotor:
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FIGURE 10: Electric circuit of the armature of the rotor

There are some values that were assumed for simplicity of the calculation and

experiment:

a) Momentof inertiaof the rotor (J) - 0.01 kg.mA2/sA2

b) Dampingratio of the mechanical system (b) = 0.1 Nms

c) Electromotive force constant (K=Ke=Kt) = O.OlNm/Amp

d) Electric resistance (R) = 1 Ohm

e) Electric inductance (L) = 0.5 H

f) Input (V) - Source voltage

g) Output (6) = positionofshaft

Theoretically, motor torque, T is related to the armature current, I by a constant

factor Kt. The back emf, e is related to the rotational velocity by the following

equations:

T=Kti (1)

E-Ke o (2)

The equationthat can be derived based on Newton's law combinedwith Kirrchoffs

law:

J0 + bo = Ki (3)

LdL+Ri = V-K0 (4)

dt
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Using Laplace transforms, the previous modelling equations can be expressed as:

s(Js+b)0(s) = KI(s) (5)

(Ls+R)I(s) = V-Ks8(s) (6)

By eliminating I(s), the open loop transfer function where the rotational speed is the

output and the voltage is the input can be obtained

@= K (7)

V (Js+b)(Ls+R)+K2

Substituting the values of the parameters to the equation

0= 0.01 (8)

V (0.01s+0.1)(0.5s+l)+0.012

3.1.3 Design the Controller

Next step is the design of the controller. In the early stage, the student concentrates

on speed control since it is much easier compared to path following control. The

controller designed uses a lag compensator and step value as the input. The function

of the controller will be extended in order to control both functions with the

introduction of fuzzy logic mechanism.

The method that is used to design the fuzzy logic controller is called Sugeno-type of

fuzzy inference. This method implements ANFIS or Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy

Inference System that a method for the fiizzy modeling procedure to learn

information about a data set, in order to compute the membership function

parameters that best allow the associated fuzzy inference system to track the given

input/output data. This learning method works similarly to the neural networks. This

technique allows the user to identify a system model by using test data to identify

and train a FIS. As said before, it based on back propagation and least squared

methods.
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In order to implement the ANFIS editor, there are several steps that need to be taken

as shown below:

3.1.3.1 Construct Inputs and Outputs Data

To start training an FIS using ANFIS, it is really important to have a training data

set contains of desired inputs and outputs. For the project, the desired input is the

path that needs to be followed by the steering which is represented by the sinusoidal

signal. Through the implementation of PID controller, the steering is controlled to

follow the path with the smallest error which gives the data for output. By

implementing To workspace simulink block, all the input, integral of input and

output is fed to the workspace as arrays.

Ffc Ed* Mew aiuUtan Format Took tfefe

Ir:
MR

Pso

— integrator

Ui

en—d

In*** _z\ m m 0 # »1

( Dfimoncl

:hB

MM-32
! 1 Demand

Analog Oipit

^g

FIGURE 11: Training simulink model
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3.1.3.2 Import Training and Testing Data into ANFIS Editor

From the ANFIS editor, the training data is imported from the workspace by

selectingLoadData From Workspace button and typing the array title. The loaded

training data is shown below:

:Anfts Editor: Untitled

TfpK

©TraHng

O Testing

O Checking Q worksp.

(jDena

0*K

trail data bailed

J— GenerateHS

(_}Loadfrom(fete

©Load from worksp.

© GridpariShm

QSub.dustemg

— TrainFE —

Op&n.Mettnct

ihybncl -J
Error Tolerance:

p ~~[
EpochK

Tram Now 1

._ AWGtoto. _,

TestRS

RoIagatTst:

©1

©1

0<

FIGURE 12: training data is imported

3.1.3.3 Define ANFIS Structure & Membership Functions

The FIS is generated by defining the membership functions for both inputs and

output by clicking the Generate FIS button. After that, the model structure build

can be viewed by clicking the button Structure
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FIGURE 14: ANFIS model structure

3.1.3.4 Training the ANFIS

To train the FIS, there are two methods for optimization: backpropagation or hybrid

(back propagation and least square) that can be chosen. The training can be started
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by clicking the Train Now button. The user can select the amount of epochs that

would be used for training.

3.1.3.5 Testing the ANFIS with training data

After completing the training step, the next thing to be done is testing the FIS with

the training data to verify the functionality of the FIS. Then, the resultant FIS is

saved into the disk.

After that, the generated FIS is ready to implemented to the fuzzy logic controller by

typing the title in the block properties of the fuzzy logic controller
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" "J

Current Variable

Mams

Type

Range

rputl

input

[-000187901834(iB57

| Help | | Close |

Renamed RS Jo TesM*

FIGURE 15: FIS Editor for the generated FIS

3.1.4 Steering control transfer function development

After completed the development of transfer function for DC motor, the progress

continued with the development of steering control simulink model. With the

reference from several resources, the simulink model has been developed with fuzzy

logic as the basis for the controller design.
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3.1.5 System testing and modification

Since several variables used in the experiment have been defined earlier in the

previous project, so the student no needsto construct new pathsfor the system. The

main focus of the step after designing the controller is to concentrate on injecting the

input pathsto the system to observe the successful rate of the project. The successful

rate is defined as the path following error of the system.

3.2 Final Year Project 2 methodology

TESTING AND

FAMILIARIZE WITH

XPC TARGETBOX
^ j

1'

MODIFY THE

SIMULINK MODEL

' '

RAPID PRTOTYPTNG

USING XPC TARGET

1 '

DESIGN AN

AMPLIFIER FOR THE

PROJECT

y '

SYSTEM TESTING

AND MODIFICATION

For the second semester of final year project, the focus of the project is subjected to

the hardware or real-time application with the usage of xPC TargetBox and DC

motor. The developed simulink model from the previous semester will be used and

modified in order to implement it with xPC TargetBox.
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3.2.1 Familiarize with xPC TargetBox

In order to implement xpC TargetBox as a real-time application, several readings

and testing have been made. One of the reading materials referred during the

familiarization stage is the training module borrowed from supervisor. The module

gives a basic understanding on how to build a simple simulink model and how to

apply it in real time workshop and xPC TargetBox. Also included in the module is

an overview on fuzzy logic and how to apply it in MATLAB.

Also included in the module is some explanation on Real-Time Workshop which is

an important element for the project. This application has the capability to

automatically generates, packages and compiles source code from Simulink models

to create real-time software applications which will be implemented on xPC

TargetBox.

3.2.2 Modify the simulink model

In order to implement the model for xPC targetBox application, several

modifications need to be done on the model. Those modifications include the

introduction of additional blocks and modifications on the parameters. The main

modifications are the insertion of outport block and xPC Target scope block. These

two blocks are important due to the xPC TargetBox requirements. The insertion of

outport block is important because it helps log the signal data to the Matlab

workspace for analysis and later save it to a disk. The insertion of xPC Target scope

block is done because xPC TargetBox does not support the standard Simulink scope

block. It only supports xPC Target scope block in its application. This type of scope

helps the user to automatically display the result on the target PC monitoronce the

target application is downloaded.
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3.2.3 Rapid prototyping using xPC Target

On this type of development process, the code is generated from the controller and is

downloaded onto the hardware (xPC TargetBox), which in turns interact with the

plant. Some ofthe steps taken for this stage are discussed in the next section.

xPC TargetBox

Input Controller

i

D/A

A/D

Plant

(real)

FIGURE 16: Rapid prototyping connection diagram

Output

3.2.4 Design the amplifier for the project

It is important to build and design an amplifier for the project since the output from

the xPC TargetBox is not enough to control the DC motor. So, several research and

reading have been made in order to design a suitable amplifier for the project.

From the research, one of the solutions for amplifier problem is through the usage of

op-amp which is called unity gain buffer amplifier. The circuit essentially just makes

a copy at the output of the input voltage, VjB. It does that without drawing any

current from wherever the input voltage terminal is attached. However, at the output

terminal it can draw whatever amount of current the operational amplifier can

supply.

Typically a buffer amplifier is used to transfer a voltage from a first circuit, having a

high output impedance level, to a second circuit with a low input impedance level.

The interposed buffer amplifier prevents the second circuit from loading the first

circuit unacceptably and interfering with its desired operation.
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The importance of this circuit does not come from any change in voltage, but from

the input and output impedances of the op-amp. The input impedance of the op-amp

is very high (MQ to 10 TQ), meaning that the input of the op-amp does not load

down the source or draw any current from it. Because the output impedance of the

op-amp is very low, it drives the load as if it were a perfect voltage source. Both the

connections to and from the buffer are therefore bridging connections, which reduce

power consumption in the source, distortion from overloading, crosstalk and other

electromagnetic interference.
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FIGURE 17: Unity Gain Buffer Amplifier

3.2.5 xPC Target and xPC TargetBox

For the initial stage of the semester, there are a few sequence of steps have been

taken to implement the xPC TargetBox. Those include the installation of loop-back

testing, connecting the hardware, initiates the communication and testing the booting

process.
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3.2.5.1 Host to xPC TargetBox communication

This process ofconnecting both host PC andtarget PCneeds to be performed first

before create andruna target application. There aretwotypes of communication

that can be established for both PCs which are: serial and network communication.

For the project, network communication is more preferable then serial

communication due to several advantages:

1. Higher data throughput- network communication using Ethernet can

transfer data up to 100 Mbit/second instead of the maximum data transfer

rate of 115 kBaud with serial communication.

2. Longer distances between host and target computer » Byusing repeaters

and gateways thereare no worried overa distance commucation.

To establish the communication, several configurations were done at the xPC Target

Explorer window. From the window, communication node was chosen and the

diagram below was displayed.
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FIGURE 18:xPC TargetExplorerwindow for communication node
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The Local AreaConnection (LAN) was set up as shown in the picture above. The IP

Address for LAN must not be the same as IP Address for Target PC. Once the

connection settings were setup, thecommunication is ready andestablished.

~i- Local Area Connection Status

General' Support !

Connect ion status

^-j Address Type:

C^" IPAddress:

Subnet Mask:

Default Gateway:

with this
;t, click

Manually Configured

192.168.0.222

25&255.255.0

192.168.0.123

; | Details... |

Windows did not detect problems
connection. Ifyou cannot connei
Repair.

i

i

| Repair |

•

j Close j

FIGURE 19: Local Area Connection settings window

3.2.5.2 Creating a target boot disk

xPC Target does not require any operating system to be operated on the target PC.

Instead, the target PC is booted with a boot disk that contains xPC Target kernel.

The boot disk eliminates the need to install software, modifying the existing

software configurations or access the hard disk on the target PC. This arrangement

allowsthe user to use the target PC as a desktopcomputerafter finished testingreal

time applications.

In orderto create the targetbootdisk, there are several simple procedures have been

carried out:

1. In the MATLAB command window, a command "xpcsetup" was typed to

open the xPC Target Setup window.
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2. The "BootDisk" button was clicked to pop up the below window

3. A formatted 3.5 inch floppy disk was then inserted into the host PC disk

drive. The xPC Target displayed the following dialog box while creating the

boot disk.

FIGURE 20: Creation ofxPC Target boot disk window

4. After finished the creating process, the floppy disk was then inserted to the

external disk drive connected to the xPC TargetBox.

3.2.5.3 Booting an xPC TargetBox

After created the target boot disk and established the network connection, the xPC

TargetBox is then ready to be powered up and tested. This step was performed in

purpose to checkwhether the xPC TargetBox canhave a direct contactwith host PC

or not.

1MB tree
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FIGURE 21: Boot ofxPC TargetBox in process
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As the process finished, the xPC TargetBox is then readyto accept command from

host PC via the network communication.

3.2.5.4 Testing the installation

xPC Target uses a test script to test the entire installation. This test is used to

troubleshoot connection and communication problem between host PC and target

PC. This test checks both the host computer xPC Target setup and the xPC

TargetBox by building, downloading, and running a simple test Simulink model.

The following were the sequence ofprocedures taken for this process:

1. Targetboot disk was inserted into the external disk drive

2. The Reset button on the xPC TargetBox was pressed. After loading the

BIOS, xPC Target boots the kernel and displays the following screen on the

xPC TargetBox monitor.

1MB free

124MB

loader

« xPC iargs* ?,.5, <c>13S'&-ZJ3S4 Tins Hsthyoyfcs, ina, *

System Host-Target Interface is 85233 (C0M1/2)
Systen: C0M1 detected, Baudflate: 115200

FIGURE 22: testing the installation

3. In the MATLAB command window, a command "xpctest" was typed.

MATLAB runs the test script and displays messages indicating the success

or failure ofa test.

Since all the subtests were successful, this indicates that the host PC and target PC

were properly set up the regular use.
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3.2.5.5 Entering Real-Time Workshop parameters

Before creating a target application, there are several steps that need to be taken.

This includes the creation of simulink model which have been completed during

fypl. xPCTarget uses the Simulink model, Real-Time Workshop, and a third-party

compiler to create the target application. In order to prepare the simulink model for

the creationoftarget application, severalprocedures have beentaken which were:

a) Adding a Simulink Outport block - Add an Outport block to log signal

data to the MATLAB workspace for analysis.

b) Entering Parameters for the Outport Blocks - Enter and select

parameters in the Configuration Parameters dialog box.

c) Adding an xPC Target Scope Block ~ Add an xPC Target Scope block to

visualize signals while running the target application.

d) Entering Parameters for an xPC Target Scope Block ~ Enter scope

parameters in the Block Parameters dialog box before building the target

application

The above procedures involving a simple modification on the simulink model in

order to prepare it for the creation of target application. Below is the result of the

modification:
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FIGURE 23: The modified simulink model

After loading the simulink model and boot the xPC TargetBox, the simulation

parameter then could be entered. The following were the stepstaken for this process:

1. In the Simulink window, and from the Simulation menu, Configuration

Parameters was clicked. The Configuration Parameters dialog box is

displayed for the model.

2. The Real-Time Workshop node was clicked. The Real-Time Workshop pane

opened.

3. In the Target selection section, the Browse button at the RTW system target

file list was clicked, xpctarget.tlc was chosen. The system target file

xpctarget.tlc, the template makefilexpc_default_tmf, and the make command

makertw were automatically entered into the page. The xPC Target options

node appeared in the left pane. The Real-Time Workshop pane looked like

the figure shown.
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FIGURE 24: Configuration parameters window for real-time workshop node

4. In the left pane, the xPC Target options node was clicked. The associated

pane was displayed.

5. The configurations were then set according to the below settings.

£] Configuration Parameters: npc__osc3/Configuration

Select

I—Solver

(••••Data Import/Export

=••• Optimization

£•• Diagnostics

Sample Time j
DataIntegrity j

-Conversion j
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-Model Referencing [

\- Hardware Implementation ;
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-Custom Code

-Debug

Execution options -

Execution mode| Real-Time

Real-time internet source Timer

I/O board generating the hterrupt None/Other
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Data logging options ——
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j f Double buffer parameter changes
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DK Cancel

JLlxf
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FIGURE 25: Configuration parameters window for xPC Target options node
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Finally, the OK button was clicked to finish up the process. The next step after this

process is to create (build) the target application.

3.2.5.6 Building a Target application

Once thesetup is completed, themodel isbuilt and downloaded to thexPC Target

by the following steps shown in figure below:

L"iinntor_S|)eed1

File Edit View SwiarJon Format |QjE| Help
V\ c£ D M> Smftik Debugger...

_______„_^^_____ Foed-PointSetrjngs...

Model Advisor...

ModelDependency Viewer.,.

\

H^

LookupTableEdtor...

Data Class Designer,,.

BusEdSor...

External Mode Control Panel...

Control Desfgn

Data ObjectWizard

|Normal j^ iiH

p^ DataODrect w^ara
trjfltajheTa) dfdtrjhaa)

<F
damping

Generate RTW code ode4

^OT

File Scope

Scope (xPC)

FIGURE 26: The model is built and downloaded into the xPC Target

Once the model is built, the diagram is set to run in "External" mode so that the

diagram will interface with I/O hardware.
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FIGURE 27: Real-Time xPC Target Spy showing the model is built

The target application can be controlled via the xPC Explorer. From the xPC

explorer, the target can be connected to the host PC, run the simulation and stop the

simulation.
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FIGURE 28: xPC Target Explorer windows
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3.2.5.7 Controlling the Target Application

During the build process, xPC target cerates a target object that represents the target

application running on the xPC TargetBox. The target object is defined by a set of

properties and associated methods. The target application and computer can be

controlled by settingthe target properties.

Theselected way of controlling thetarget application is through xPC Explorer. From

the xPC Explorer, the target can be connected to the host pc, downloaded to the

target PC, run and stopthe simulation andmonitoring the signals.
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tf --; -•-. o - ri" »
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FIGURE 29: xPc Target Explorer window

3.2.5.8 Signal Tracing

Basically, signal tracing is the process of acquiring and visualizing signals while

running a target application. In the most basic sense, this process allowsthe user to

acquire signal data and visualize it on the target PC or upload the signal data and

visualize it on the host PC while the target application is running. There are four

ways of performing signaltracing which are through:
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a) xPC Target Explorer

b) MATLAB

c) xPC Target scope blocks

d) Web browser

For the project, the selected way to perform signal tracing is through xPC Target

Explorer. This is because it provides easier and visualized control of the signal

tracing. The method allows the use of xPC Target GUI (scope dialog boxes) to

create and run scopes that are displayed on the host PC. To perform this method,

thereare sequences of procedures thatneedto be followed which are:

a) Creating the scopes

b) Adding signals to scopes

c) Stopping scopes

All those procedures are performed after the target application has been built and

downloaded to the xPC TargetBox.

XpC_OSC4

124MB

RT, single

t X M «et

20 d
B.H02

5,245e-BB6

stopped

Scope: acquisition of scope 1 is running-
Scope: acquisition of scope 1 is running
System: execution started <5ample tine: 8.Gfl2000>
Susten: execution stopped at 28.000000
Scope: 1, set to state 'Interrupted'
Scope: 2, set to state 'Interrupted'
Scope: 3j set to state 'Interrupted'
minimal TET; 0.008084 at tine 5.014B00
maximal TET: B.BBBBB8 at time 14.3BBBBa

v:-i.5;a.s:i.5.

Transfer Fon
Signal Generator

FIGURE 30: Target scope is running
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FIGURE 31: Host scope is running

3.2.5.9Target PC and Hardware Configuration

Since the speed control mechanism iscarried out inclosed loop control, there will a

feedback component that used to measure and supply the output speed. The output

speed is then compared with the desired speed to get the error. The controller will

then control the motor to reduce the amount oferror.

For hardware implementation, the DC motor used will drive a generator to produce

the corresponding voltage to be fed back to the system. In between the DC motor

and the xPC TargetBox, there will be a power amplifier todrive the motor according

to the input given. The power amplifier is connected tothe xPC TargetBox through

the analog output channel while the generator output isconnected tothe analog Input

channel. Below is the configuration of the system used to run the rapid control

prototyping.
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Vger
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FIGURE 32: Connection between hardware and xPC TargetBox

In order to implement the real time rapid prototyping with generator application,

there is several modifications that were done on the simulink model. A block of

generator withseveral driver blocksare used in which correspond to the specific I/O

hardware board of the xPC TargetBox. The generator will be connected to the DC

motor to produce a voltage corresponding to the speed produced by the DC motor.

The generator will then feed the xPC TargetBox the current speed so that it will be

calculated and processed through the controller in software environment.

Special blocks are used to produce output voltage from xPC TargetBox. Those

blocks are selected based on I/O board used for the project which is DIAMOND-

MM-32. Those driver blocks are important in order to get the relationship between

the hardware part and the software part. The driversused include:

a) Diamond-MM-32-ATAnalog Input (A/D, IO 301)

b) Diamond-MM-32-ATAnalog Output (D/A, IO 301)

The analog voltage input and output functions on the Diamond MM-32 board are

used to control the motor and read the generator voltage, respectively. For the

parameters of the driver blocks, there are several settings that need to be done in

order to get them working properly. Some of the parameters that need to be

considered for the sake of the hardware requirements are the channel vector
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(channels used), range vector, sample time (set to match the fixed-step size) and also

the base address (as set in hardware).

EBlockPiiitimeteis: mM-32 \2m
dadiamonrJmm32 (mask)(fir*.)

MM-32

Diamond Systems
Analog Output

Parameters

Channel vector

Ini

Range vector: j+-1GV zl

Reset vector:

|[1]
Infel value vector

km
Sample time:

lacrn

Base address (i.e.OxdDOO):

j0*300

Cancel | Hefp ".PF'l' II sK I

FIGURE 33: Block parameter for analog output
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r
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^
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FIGURE 34: Block parameter for analog input
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main objective of the project is to design a speed control mechanism with the

ability to follow a predefined path with the smallest error. The resulted design is

being applied for simulation only during first semester. The simulink model is then

being applied for real-time application with the application of DC motor and xPC

TargetBox.

Since rapid prototyping is chosen for the project, there is no real controller being

applied for the project. There is a prototype controller running in real-time on an

xPC TargetBox connected to a real plant. The hardware application is introduced to

the speed control only. The movement of the DC motor represents the speed of the

linear vehicle while following the path.

Some of variables have been defined in the previous projects which include the

construction of the training path. The paths were designed on MATLAB. Those

simulated paths would be implemented to the control system in order to examine the

functional of the controller in following the injected path as close as possible. There

are two types of paths defined which are: sinus shape and sudden change of

direction.

4.1 Simulink model

4.1.1 DC Motor

Since the main concern of the project is to implement the xPC Targetbox, so the

only thing that will be used to represent vehicle is the DC motor not the car model
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defined previous project. The DC motor is represented in form of transfer function

in MATLAB simulink which is represented as below:

6 K

V (Js+b)(Ls +R) +K2 (9)

After obtaining the transfer function of the DC motor (plant), then, proceed with

creating the simulink model for the DC motor speed control using lag compensator.

In order to create the model, several equations need to be reviewed. For the motor

torque, T, it is related tothe armature current, i, by a constant factor Kt and the back

emf, e, is related to the rotational velocityby the following equations:

T =K<i

_ d9
e~Kedt (10)

In building the block, the system would be modelled by summing the torque acting

on the rotor inertia and integrating the acceleration to give the velocity. In addition,

KirchhoiFs law would be applied to the armature circuit. In modelling the system,

the first thing to do is to model the integrals of the rotational acceleration and of the

rate of change of armature current.

J
d3e de

dta dt

J dt (")
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FIGURE 35: Integrator blocks for the integral and rate ofchange

After that, the modelling work is started by applyingthe following equations:

d2e de d29 i, de
J— = T - b— => — = - (Kii - b—)

dt2 dt dt2 J v dt;
di dl 1 , d6

L- = -Rl + V-e =• — = -(-Ri + V-Ke —
dt dt lX dt' (11)

By using the simulink block provided by MATLAB, below is the resultant system

for the DC motor.

Ffc E* Vtew SrmiWon Format Tools Hob

• SSB& £ • p ISw^dffi^B^' »l

m- Resistance

rfc>
•£* *l£> a/ami

Integrator

•£> -Wiw
a2/riratrieta) rj/atftneta) UD

Inlegratorl Scope

damping

t>H-

FIGURE 36: DC motor simulink model
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A step input is applied to observe the operation of the operation of DC motor. A

sinusoidal input is not suitable for the DCmotorsince it needs a direct current input.

The resultant waveform is shown in the next figure.
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FIGURE 37: Waveform for the output ofthe model

4.1.2 Direction control

For the direction simulink model, a block named as limited integrator is used as the

main part of the system. It is a closed loop system which gets feed from the

controller. The output of the system will then be multiplied with the source flow

(amount of steering turn)which is set to 1.5 maximum. Limited integrator is used in

order not to saturate die auxiliary steering actuator which is set earlier. This low

frequency limited integrator implementation also allows the driver to take care of

low frequency steering and disturbance rejection tasks.
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FIGURE 38: Limited integrator subsystem model
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FIGURE 39: Steering control subsystem model

Together with the speed control mechanism, both blocks are combined to create a

full system that can control both the speed and direction. With the introduction of

PID controller for the speed control and fuzzy logic for the direction control, both

systems are connected andget input from a signal generator to represent the path.

The output from the direction control will be subjected to the disturbance for speed

control system. The speed control system which is set to 5 units will control the

speed in reflect to the disturbance. When there is a corner, the direction control

system will leadthe steering accordingly. The resultof the steering change will then

reduce the speed ofthe motor.
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4.2 Controllers

4.2.1 Speed control

For the controller designing step, a lag compensator was chosen with the following

transfer function.

50
+ 1

s +0.01 (12)

By using the simulink block available in the MATLAB features, the following is

simulink model for the DC motor speed control using the lag compensator.
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FIGURE 41: DC motor speedcontrol simulinkblock

Scope

4.2.2 Direction control

In designing the fuzzy logic controller, MATLAB toolbox is used as the platform for

the controller design. The input paths are divided into two parts which areerror and

integral which have five rules and conditions. Direction is chosen as the output of

the controller and defined in term of nine.

The rules for the system need to be defined in the rule editor in which determining

the succession ofthe controller. The rules decided for the controller is as follows:

1. If Erroris negative and integral is small thendirection is veryveryleft

2. If Erroris negative and integral is medium thendirection is veryleft

3. IfErroris negative and integral is large thendirection is left

4. IfErroris okayand integral is small thendirection is little left

5. If Error is okay and integral is medium then direction is okay

6. If Erroris okayand integral is large thendirection is littleright

7. IfError is positive and integral is small then direction is right

8. If Erroris positiveand integral is mediumthen direction is very right

9. If Erroris positive and integral is large thendirection is veryveryright
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The controller is designed based on those nine rules defined earlier. With two types

of input: error and integral, the rules will subject the control to the output which is

the direction.

4.3 Simulation result

4.3.1 Speed control

The resultant output of the DC motor speed control system:

FIGURE 42: The step input result for dc motor speed control

From the result obtained; the resultant motor speed control produced the desired

overshoot and steady state error value. The compensator used will be extended for

the input path and also for direction control through the implementation of fuzzy

logic.
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4.3.2 Sinusoidal path

The path is applied in order to verifythe functionality of the controller. The duration

of the testing is set to be 30s. Based on the result, the direction control can follows

the path and the error is acceptable.

He Eft Vtew Insert Tools Dusttop WMbw Hdp

FIGURE 43: sinus path result for steering

From the figure 43, the green line is the output ofthe direction control while the blue

one is the desired output or the input path. As shown, the steering should response to

the applied path as soon as is it generated. So, it is shown that the system is able to

follow the input path with small error.
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FIGURE 44: Error for direction control

From the graph 44, the error produces from the path following mechanism is very

low. The amount ofthe maximum error is about 0.25% and it is reducing over time.

FIGURE 45: Speed response
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From the response shown in figure 45, the direction response is represented by the

green line, while the corresponding speed response is represented by red line. The

speed is reduced according to the shape of the path. At the turning point of the path,

the speed is reduced to a lower speed of about 10% lower than the constant speed.

The system manages to reduce the speed before theturning point which is about 3 to

4 second before the vehicle takes the corner (in real life condition).

4.3.3" Sudden change path

This type of pathcontains twoturning points which would examine the capability of

the controller to follow the path. The duration of the path is set to 30s which is the

same as sinusoidal path. From the result obtained, the system manages to follow the

path with an acceptable amount oferror.

FIGURE 46: Sudden change path direction response

From figure 46, the red line is the actual path while the green line is the output of the

direction control. As shown in the figure, the output of the direction control follows

the shapeof the input path as accurateas possible.
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FIGURE 47: Graph of error vs. time

Based on the figure 47, the amount of error produced in direction control reduces as

the time increases. The maximum amount of error produced for this type of path is

0.007 which is near to zero. So, the system can be said to have successfully follow

the path with an acceptable amount oferror.
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FIGURE 48: Graph of speed vs. time
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Based on figure 48, the red line represents the output response from the speed

control while the green line is the output from the direction control. The speed is set

to a constant value. The system is expected to control the speed according to the

disturbance from the direction control. During the first corner, the speed is still low,

so there is no dropping of speed occurred. For the second corner, the speed reduction

is about 10% from the previous speed.

4.4 Running the hardware application

From the testing, the simulink model successfully produces an analog voltage (±

10V) through the screw terminal board. Since there is only one channel set for the

screw terminal board, so only pin 36 produces the analog voltage output. However,

this type of output could not be used to drive the DC motor. This is due to the low

amount of current produced by the I/O board. The amount of current produced is

approximately 5 mA, out of expectation from the DC motor that requires about 1.6

Ampere of current. The low amount of current occurred because the signal is

directly converted from digital medium to the analogue medium.

So by constructing a unity gain buffer amplifier, the current from the xPC

TargetBox can be amplified to the required value needed by the motor. Since the

current is enough to drive the motorand the generator, then the analogue input block

can be used as the feedback to the systemby connectingit to the generator.

The motor is expected to run at a constant speed as soon as the system is turned on.

When there is a disturbance from the direction control, the speed would reduce to a

lower speed corresponding to the output response from the speed control system.

Whenthe disturbance is gone, the speed would come back to the constant speed set

earlier.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

The project examines the capability of fuzzy logic and PID controller in constituting

the controller for the linear vehicle. Both methods have been reviewed in order to

develop a controller for both steering andspeed of the vehicle. The linear vehicle is

represented by a DC motor and xPC Targetbox will be used to apply the system in

real life condition. The input for the system is a sinusoidal path and sudden change

path. Those paths have been selected in order to examine the successful rate of the

vehicle achieve the objective. The successful rate is defined on how the vehicle

follows the path as precise as possible and able to vary the speed according to the

pattern of the path with small error. The only concern is to develop the controllers

for the linear vehicle to control both the speed and steering. An amplifier is

developed in order to amplify the current out from the xPC targetBox to drive the

motor.
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5.2 Recommendation

There is a room of improvements that could be applied to the designed control

system. The direction control simulink model is not a complete model since the
controller only controls the steering to follow the path. A lot of justifications and

calculations need to be carried out to get a better simulink model especially for

direction control. The integration between the hardware and software also needs

further working to get the best out of real time application. Below are several

suggestions that could be carried out in order toimprove the project:
1. Introduction of linear car model to the direction control system. This could

further improve the system forreal time application

2. Application of optimal preview method and optimal controller in order to

amplify the ability of the direction control to follow the path. The optimal

preview could help the system by portraying the driver's vision.

3. Improve the relationship between the direction and speed control. The

relationship needs to be added more features and considerations along with

the application ofoptimalpreview.

4. More input paths need to be applied to the system in order to increase the

flexibility ofthe system.

5. More hardware application should be implemented such as for direction

control. Other hardware than DC motor should be considered for hardware

application.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: DC Motor datasheet
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Appendix 2: M-File for the input path

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% trainingcircuits %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

dispCwhich type of circuit do you want?')
dispf 1 circle of 1km lengh')
disp(' 2 sinus shape (default)')
disp(' 3 lane change')
dispC 4 sudden change of direction')
disp(' 5 smooth random path')

i=input('');
if isempty(i), i=2;disp('Using sinus(default)'), end
T=l;
u=20;

if i~l

% circle circuit

R=250;
xrl=[R:-u*T:-R];
xr2=[-R+u*T:u*T:R];
xref=[xrl xr2j;
yrl=sqrt(RA2-xrl.A2);
yr2=-sqrt(RA2-xr2.A2);
yref=[yrl yr2];
plot(yref,xrei);
end

ifi=2

% sinus shape
xref=[0:u*T:900];
yref^50*sin(xref/100);
plot(yref,xref);
end

ifi==3

%lane change
xrl=[0:u*T:50-u*T];
xr2=[50:u*T:50+60];
xr3=[110+u*T:u*T:300];
xref=[ xrl xr2 xr3];
yrl=0*xrl;
yr2=2-2*cos((pi/60)*xr2-50*pi/60);
yr3=4*ones(size(xr3));
yref=[yrl yr2 yr3];
plot(yref,xref);
end

if i—4

%sudden change of direction
xrl=[0:u*T:60-u*T];
xr2=[60:u*T:200];
xref=[xrl xr2];
yrl = 0*xrl;
SIZE_OF_xr2=size(xr2);
yr2 = 0.5*u.25*[l:SlZE_OF_xr2(l,2)]*0.5359';
yref = [yrl yr2];
plot(yref,xref);
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end

if1=5

%smooth random path
K=900/(u*T>H;
xref=[0:u*T:900];
[Bfilter, Afilter] = butter(5,0.007);
roadn=10*rand(K,l);
roadn = 40*(roadn-5);
yref = filter(Bfilter, Afilter, roadn)1;
plot(yref,xref);
end
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Appendix 3: DIAMOND-MM-32-AT specification sheet

16-BIT A/D, 32 CHANNELS, 2Q0KHZ, AUTOCALIBRATION
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